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SUMMARY 
 

 Quantifying the use of active modes - GB 
 

 Quantifying the use of active modes - Cambridgeshire 
 

 Understanding their patterns and trends  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will Concentrate in this talk on Active modes more than on mechanised modes“Active” modes denote walking plus cycling (+school children on scooters)Better term than “slow” – bike is often faster than car in Cambridge city, especially in the peaks“non-mechanised” – ever try sorting out gears that keep jumping!The first two sections set the scene, while the final Section discusses what may happen in the future and identifies aspects to consider further



QUANTIFYING THE USE OF ACTIVE 
MODES – GREAT BRITAIN 
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AVERAGE DISTANCE TRAVELLED BY PRIVATE MODES: GB 1995-2010 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To put the Cambridge trends in context - we look first at the national picture:Stability then recent decline in car and walkWhile for cycling – the long term national decline has recently reversed, particularly in some citiesJaggedness is due to relatively small sample size in a year in the NTSSource: NTShttp://www.dft.gov.uk/statistics/tables/nts0105/



ROAD TRAFFIC KMS TREND BY MODE IN GB : 2001 - 2011 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: Road Traffic StatisticsAlternative data source confirms:The recent small national decline in car traffic – the decline is greater in cities than in rural areasThe recent growth in cyclinghttp://www.dft.gov.uk/statistics/tables/tra0201/



DISTANCE BY MODE BY NS-SEC, 2010, GB  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who Cycles in GB?Cycle like rail is oriented towards Mngrl and Prof. occupations.Bus use in contrast is oriented towards the low-skilled and non-working population. Source: NTShttp://www.dft.gov.uk/statistics/tables/nts0708/D:\Q\123U Cambridge Planning\Analysis\nts0708_kms mode NS-SEC_10



QUANTIFYING THE USE OF ACTIVE 
MODES – CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: Table 3.2 http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/transport/monitoring/Traffic+Monitoring+Report.htm D:\Q\123U Cambridge Planning\Analysis\Cambs Transport.xlsm
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: Table 3.4 http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/transport/monitoring/Traffic+Monitoring+Report.htm D:\Q\123U Cambridge Planning\Analysis\Cambs Transport.xlsm
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cycling is particularly common in Cambridge city and surrounds but there is significant growth also in some villages.  This chart combines various count points in the city and the villages of Cambridgeshire.Source: Table 7.3, Cambridgeshire Cycle Flows at Selected Locationshttp://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/transport/monitoring/Traffic+Monitoring+Report.htm 



PARK AND RIDE PASSENGER JOURNEYS (ANNUAL) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
P&R trips have almost doubled in the last decadeP&R trips are not necessarily environmentally sustainable as they may be associated with long distances on rural roadsTheir main impact is to enable car trips to avoid adding to congestion and pollution within the city itself.Source: Table 3.6http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/transport/monitoring/Traffic+Monitoring+Report.htm 



CAMBRIDGE MODAL JTW PATTERN IS ATYPICAL  

Journey to work data from the 2001 Census shows that Cambridge 
residents: 
 had the lowest rate of car use for commuting of any LA outside 

London 
 among LAs, they had the highest cycle to work rate, 26% 

 Oxford is second with 15% cycling 
 plus another 14% on foot  

 = 50% using active modes to commute within Cambridge city 
 

 Proportion of households owning cars is higher than in many other 
urban areas  

 as is average household income 
 Lack of availability of cars is not the cause of their low car 

usage for commuting 12 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here I am only talking about those resident in CambridgeThose commuting from outside into Cambridge make much more use of car and rail and much less use of cycle and walk



CURRENT MODAL USAGE 

 In 2011, DfT found the GB LAs with highest % of 
adults who cycle at least once per week are 
 1. Cambridge (52%)  
 2. Oxford (30%) … 
 5. South Cambridgeshire (22%) … 

 
 From 2002 to 2010 rail use increased strongly 

 Cambridge station by 51% to 23k movements daily 
 Other stations in the sub-region by 68% to 10k daily 
 Most of these trips are accessed by walk/cycle modes 
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WHO IS MOST LIKELY TO CYCLE? 

 The population of regular cyclists today 
 is very different to 60 years ago when cycling was 

common everywhere 
 Nationally, the typical cyclist now is: 

 a white, well-educated male under 45 years old 
 Cambridge city has many such people 
 Cambridge also is: 

 Flat 
 Low rainfall (most years!) 

 These are all reasons why its cycle rate should be 
higher than the national average 
 But why so much higher? 
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POPULATION GROWTH BETWEEN 2001 AND 
2011 CENSUS 

 Cambridgeshire had UK’s fastest county growth at +12% 
 

 City residents grew by 13.8% 
 Nevertheless car traffic has declined 

 
 Hunts. grew by 8%  

 
 other Cambs. districts each grew by 14% 
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BALANCE OF LABOUR DEMAND / SUPPLY 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
UK jobs ratio stays around 0.8 because of students and others unavailable for workSource: NOMISD:\S\UKdata\Employment\NOMIS\Jobs_LA_00_2010.xlsx



TRAVEL IMPLICATIONS OF LABOUR IMBALANCE 
 Equilibrium was maintained for South Cambs. and Hunts  
 In the city - job numbers are stable but population grew 

 so overall balance has improved 
 In Fenland and East Cambs. the growth in population 

exceeded growth in jobs  
 the imbalance continues and so does out-commuting to the city 

 This imbalance leads to medium to long distance 
commuting demand that is difficult to serve  
 other than by mode car, plus some use of train 

 A local equilibrium of labour supply / demand for each 
occupation  
 does not guarantee there will be no long distance commuting 

 But a major local imbalance 
 does guarantee significant long distance commuting 
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UNDERSTANDING THEIR PATTERNS 
AND TRENDS 
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TRANSPORT IS A DERIVED DEMAND 

 Most travel is carried out as a means towards an end 
 Not as an end in itself 
 So we should not look at the transport system in isolation 

 
 Look first at the purpose underlying each trip 

 
 Then at the context in which the trip takes place 

 quality of service of the available modes for that purpose 
 attitudes of the individual to using these modes 
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WHY HAS THE ATYPICAL MODAL PATTERN 
PERSISTED IN CAMBRIDGE? 

 Historical high cycle use  
 University car ban – association with high not low SEG 

 Compact city  
 relatively high density enabled walk and cycle to 

compete because many journeys are short 
 Limited and expensive destination-end car parking 

 Workplace car spaces rationed to leave space only for 
those with no access to alternatives to car 

 Substantial car congestion in the peaks 
 Door-to-door cycle is a fast not a slow mode 
 Despite its access/egress times, rail can compete 

strongly with car for commuting to jobs in the South city 20 



FOR CONSIDERATION 
 Has the low level of car commuting been a problem 

for Cambridge in the past? 
 Will it be a problem in the future? 

 when Cambridge city continues to grow in population, 
employment and geographic area 

 What about those working in Cambridge but 
resident outside beyond cycling distance? 
 role of Park & Ride, (guided) bus, rail 

 What about those accessing Cambridge: 
 on business trips? 
 for shopping and services? 
 for education purposes? 

 When will adequate bike parking capacity be 
provided at Cambridge rail station? 21 



LABOUR IMBALANCE AND TRANSPORT DEMAND 

 Long distance commuting is an inevitable response 
to imbalances between labour supply and demand 

 Should the city be building apartments in large 
numbers close to the rail station? 
 it encourages commuting to London which exacerbates 

the labour supply/demand imbalance within Cambridge 
city 

 Would it be better to reserve this land for high 
density offices that could be accessed by rail and 
bus? 
 Instead use land elsewhere around the city for 

residential development 22 
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